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ABSTRACT 
 
A fully distributed system concept solely based on networked sensor and processing subsystem 
modules, both on-board of an UAV and on the side of the user interface, allows scalable 
systems, adaptability of the control system hierarchy without hardware changes, and a quick 
exchange of individual system modules.  Reliable results in UAV autonomy research are 
requiring documentation and detailed reasoning of events and decisions during the flight tests, 
especially in experiments with real UAV demonstrators.  This must also be ensured in the case 
of not available communication links.  The optimal interaction of various modules on the ground 
and in the air is essential for an efficient overall system.  To prove this, a synchronous 
recording of data from various sensors and automation modules as well as the recording of all 
user inputs is necessary.  This article discusses the challenges and advantages of a fully 
distributed system approach.  The discussion is based on experiences from an open source 
based implementation and deployment on two research UAV demonstrators of different 
payload classes (electrical glider and turbine-driven rotorcraft). 
 
 

1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
In October 2011, a Manned-Unmanned Teaming (MUM-T) research project was successfully 
concluded by the Institute of Flight Systems.  The project investigated route reconnaissance and 
surveillance with guidance of up to three UAVs from a manned two men helicopter cockpit in a 
simulation setup (Fig. 1).  UAV guidance using conventional automation in principle leads to 
high workload for the helicopter commander, while the introduction of cognitive automation in 
assistance systems and as implementation for task-based UAV guidance can reduce the 
workload to an acceptable level [1], [2].  To prove that, several campaigns were carried out with 
pilots of the federal armed forces.  For further examination of the usability and effects of 
cognitive automation, the research project has been extended to real flight UAV technology 
demonstrators.  Therefore, flight-tests were conducted with down-scaled missions on the test-
range of our university.  We used both, helicopter and fixed wing aircraft UAVs.  The 
unmanned aerial system consisted of a ground control station and at least one UAV, which is 
implemented as a fully distributed system. 
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Figure 1.   Route reconnaissance using 3 UAVs from a manned helicopter 

 
This article is organized as follows.  Section 2 describes the motivation and the requirements 
for the fully distributed system architecture, while Section 3 introduces its design.  Section 4 
explains the integration of the architecture on the UAV technology demonstrators of the institute.  
The tests and results are described in Section 5.  A concluding discussion is presented in Section 
6 while Section 7 contains a short prospect to possible optimizations and an outlook on 
continuing activities at the Institute of Flight Systems. 
 
 

2.  MOTIVATION AND REQUIREMENTS 
 
An unmanned aircraft system (UAS) usually consists of at least one UAV, a remote user 
interface, and a user or operator.  These are spatially separated and all together they form 
a system designed to accomplish a certain given work objective [3].  We investigate UAVs 
being capable of operation based upon user intents transferred to the on-board automation as 
high-level mission tasks or constraints [4].  One of the institute in practice-studied scenario from 
the UAV-autonomy area is the use of UAVs for area and route reconnaissance.  This 
application is derived from the above-described MUM-T project.  The manned helicopter 
incorporating the control station in the MUM-T scenario will be replaced by a mobile ground 
control station.  For this application, there are in principle four types of communications 
between a control station and an UAV: Direct, Satellite, Cellular or Mesh each with its own 
advantages and disadvantages [5].  It is difficult to implement a satellite-based data link on-
board mini and micro UAVs for non line-of-sight communication because of payload 
limitations.  The use of airborne communications relays, ad- hoc networks or cellular services is 
complex and often not feasible.  The simplest type of communication is a direct wideband 
connection of UAVs and the ground control station (GCS) for transmission of sensor data.  If 
the reconnaissance area is outside of the data link coverage (Fig. 2), then a successful 
reconnaissance is possible only through a complete automated UAV and payload control.  
Even a selectively disturbed data link could not prevent a successful reconnaissance mission in 
this case.  A dynamic adaptation of waveform and coding parameters in the radios allows 
adaptation to the current signal to noise ratio [6][7].  Therefore, a larger range can be realized 
at the cost of transmission bandwidth.  If the bandwidth of data links is not sufficient within the 
target area for complete real-time transmission of sensor data, then time shifted transmission 
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Figure 2.   Reconnaissance scenario without data-link coverage 

 
and/or a careful selection of important sensor data allows on time route reconnaissance.  In 
order to examine suchlike applications in detail and successfully carry out flight-tests a 
hierarchically organized UAV system architecture is used.  The autonomy in flight phases 
without data link coverage is established by a mission management module, which controls 
the subsystems like route-planner, autopilot, payload management, data-link controller and so 
on (Fig. 3).  This makes it possible to autonomously guide the UAV to the target area and 
record reconnaissance data from multiple sensors.  After a successful return to an area with data 
link coverage, this data will be sent to the control station and thereby provided to the UAV 
operator.  Although the subsystem is hierarchical organized, a direct communication between 
the subsystems is essential, especially for wide-band links as well as for image processing and 
encoding subsystems.  If these subsystem modules communicate only via network, they are well 
suited for distribution to different on-board computing platforms.  The optimal interaction  

 
Figure 3.   Hierarchical UAV subsystem organization 

 
of various modules on the ground and in the air is essential for an efficient and robust overall 
system.  This must also be ensured in the case of not available communication links like 
described above.  To prove this a synchronous recording of data from various sensors and 
subsystem modules as well as the recording of all user inputs is necessary.  Sub-modules should 
rapidly be testable, exchangeable, and reusable in various UAVs as well as in the simulation.  
The architecture should be scalable to different computing and communication requirements of 
UAV autonomy research applications and in addition it should be usable on small UAV 
demonstrators with limited payload capabilities.  A fully distributed system concept based only 
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on networked sensor and processing subsystem modules, both on-board and on the side of 
the user interface promise benefits for this kind of research work.  It was therefore decided to 
realize our UAVs as a fully distributed system. 
 
 

3.  FULLY DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 
The concept for the architecture is based on the real time data distribution service (DDS) 
standard of the OMG Group [8] and includes distributed recording in addition.  It allows 
asynchronous data delivery in distributed systems in compliance with real-time requirements.  
The UAS will be treated as a distributed and networked computing system.  A publisher can 
send data into the UAV network and a subscriber can request the data of one or more publishers.  
A participant is publisher and subscriber in the UAV network at the same time.  One example can 
be a mission management or an image processing subsystem, which subscribes to data of 
other processes and the results will be published back to the UAV network.  A bridge process is 
simultaneously subscriber and publisher in the UAV network and at least in one other network.  
It serves as a data distributor to another network, such as the GCS or another UAV, or subscribes 
to relevant data.  The distributed architecture can satisfy increasing requirements of 
computational intensive processes by adding computing platforms to the UAV network, which 
can be done without modifying the software modules.  Real-time requirements of the system can 
be guaranteed through the use of real-time operating systems and deterministic operating 
network protocols such as AFDX in the distributed UAV architecture [9], [10]. 

 
Figure 4.   DDS – Publisher 

 
The publisher block (Fig. 4) establishes the connection of data producing sensors and 
subsystems to the UAV network.  Incoming data is directly endued with an absolute time stamp.  
This requires a synchronization of the system time among all computers on the network.  The 
next step is an optional encoding of the data, which is important for sensors that produce large 
amounts of data.  Without compression or data reduction, these data sets may not be saved or 
delivered in real time to the UAV network, due to bandwidth constraints.  According to 
requirements and available computing time and resources, the encoding can be achieved with or 
without loss of data quality.  Central recording could overload the network as well as that 
the write performance of the data memory could be insufficient for larger systems.  Thus the 
data can directly be archived on each publisher block by a recorder process.  This is especially 
useful for producers of large amounts of data.  The data can be optionally buffered before it is 
transmitted to the UAV network.  This ensures that no data loss occurs in case of network 
latency or lossy transmission channels.  Furthermore, it ensures that other blocks in the 
publisher process can operate and store data at a constant speed.  The subscriber unit 
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receives data from the UAV network and subscribes to selected publishers.  The data is 
buffered directly after receiving and then decoded if necessary to make it available for the 
consumer.  With a time stamp attached to the data and by buffering the received data, a 
consumer is able to apply processing steps that require synchronized input data from multiple 
sources at the same time.  Amongst others this is important for an on-board UAV mission 
management requiring data from different sensors and results from other processes 
simultaneously.  A consumer can also be a recorder block, which stores results of one or 
more data sources.  If the write rate of the data memory is not exceeded, centralized recording 
can be realized, but can be simply extended to a distributed data recording by adding additional 
recorder blocks. 

 
Figure 5.   Fully distributed UAS architecture for autonomy research 

 
To investigate the research questions mentioned in the introduction, the hierarchical system 
architecture shown in Fig. 3 was implemented as a fully distributed system (Fig. 5).  Several 
computer platforms on-board the UAV and on the ground control station (GCS) forming a 
network.  The connection between the networks is established by at least one data link.  The 
modular design makes it possible to change the hierarchy quickly and replace individual modules.  
In addition hardware dependencies of modules can be avoided.  Subsystems can be developed 
and tested in the simulation.  Later interface adaptations for use on a real UAV are unnecessary. 
 
As a core mission management system, a cognitive system architecture [11] developed at the 
institute is used.  This module is using static expert knowledge as well as dynamic system- and 
environment information.  The mission system is participant in the UAV network and uses 
dynamic knowledge published by other subsystems in the UAV network (Fig. 6).  These are 
interpreted to create a plan for the execution of the given UAV task by controlling the 
subsystems during the course of the UAV mission accordingly.  The commands are published in 
the UAV network and are routed to the appropriate system modules. 
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Figure 6. Mission management subsystem module integration into the distributed architecture 
 
Distributed Data Recording 
 
To investigate the above-described problems, need to record data from several high-resolution 
EO-sensors and all other inter-process communications on-board the UAV.  The write rate of 
the used media is by far not sufficient for this purpose.  Broadband data producers are therefore 
recorded directly in the publisher block.  In addition, a central recording process is used, which 
records only the narrow-band inter-process communication to minimize the amount of recording 
files.  The total write rate can therefore be distributed across multiple computer platforms.  On 
the GCS there is also a distributed recording in use. 
 
Replay 

 
Figure 7.   Synchronous replay of multiple record files 

 
The distributed recording creates multiple recording files.  For replay purposes the files must be 
loaded simultaneously and be synchronously played back.  A proprietary player serves this 
purpose by creating a separate replay thread for each recording file.  The recorded data can be 
synchronously made available in a network (Fig. 7), using the attached time stamps.  This allows 
testing and further development of UAV subsystem modules with real flight-data without 
having to conduct actual flight tests.  The playback speed is adjustable and can be used for stress 
tests and further analysis of other subscriber modules in the network.  The limiting factor is the 
read rate of the hard disk of the replay computer.  For simultaneous replay of multiple high-
bandwidth data sources, we recommend the use of fast SSD disks or even the use of multiple 
hard drives with one replay file on every disk.  With this approach, modules such as a mission 
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management can be developed and tested with real flight data.  The development of new 
modules like an image processing subsystem is possible without having to perform new flight 
tests.  Data export modules like interfaces to Matlab/Simulink or a video exporter allowing 
detailed data examination, event reconstruction, jitter analysis and visualization of the recorded 
data. 
 
 

4.  INTEGRATION 
 
Hardware and Software 
 
We use standard PC hardware components for computing and for storage.  These are 
inexpensive and allow for a fast replacement of components independently from a vendor.  
Performance improvements in processors and other components are readily available as 
commercial of the shelf products.  For research purposes at the Institute, the reliability of these 
components is sufficient because during flight tests there is always a safety pilot who can 
intervene in case of architecture or subsystem failures.  For the bridge data links we use modems 
and routers based on the IEEE 802.11n standard.  They promise high maximum data rates as 
well as adaptive link speeds.  On the software side, the implemented distributed architecture is 
based on open source libraries and tools and it is described in [12].  We use Linux as 
operating system on-board the UAV and GCS. 
 
Fixed Wing UAV 
 
The fixed-wing UAV technology demonstrator Graphite (Fig. 8) was developed based on an 
RC high-performance electric glider.  The demonstrator is hand launchable and equipped with 
a 1200 watt electric drive.  The hull has been modified to accommodate an autopilot and a 
payload module.  The demonstrator is capable to safely transport payloads of up to 1kg inside 
the module.  The payload configuration is designed to comply with a real-time autonomous 
reconnaissance mission introduced in Section 2.  The requirements are met by a downward-
pointing 1080p sensor, which is mounted behind the payload module.  To provide a first-person 
view (FPV) there is an additional 720p sensor mounted on the left wing.  The payload module 
contains two embedded computer boards, each equipped with a 1.6Ghz Intel Dual Core 
processor and 2GB of RAM. 
 

 
Figure 8.   Fixed-wing UAV-demonstrator 
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On each computer board a 32GB CF card storage module is used to load the operating system 
and to record sensor data during the flight.  The two computers are connected via a crossover 
cable to form a UAV GigE LAN.  The autopilot is connected via serial interface to one of the 
on-board computers.  As a bridge data-link to the GCS we use a compact PCI Express 
5GHz 802.11n module with +20dBm transmit power.  The cost of the entire payload 
components sums up to less than 1000€.  The weight of the payload module is about 900g. 
 
Rotorcraft UAV 
 

 
Figure 9.   Rotorcraft UAV-demonstrator and payload platform 

 
The rotorcraft UAV demonstrator (Fig. 9) was another deployment platform for the system 
architecture described above.  The demonstrator is powered by a twin-shaft turbine with 
8kW shaft power and allows the transport of payloads up to 12kg.  The position and attitude data 
of the vehicle is published by an embedded controller connected with the autopilot to the on-
board LAN.  Three 1080p/30Fps cameras, which providing image data with 30Hz were used 
as sensors.  In addition an ultra high 10MP/7Fps Cam equipped with a 185deg fisheye lens is 
used to provide a wide-angle view.  The sensors are connected via USB and LAN to three 
computers.  The data is stored on a solid state disk (SSD) and on two CF-Cards and published 
into the UAV Gigabit Ethernet Local Area Network (GigE LAN) of the payload platform. 
 
Ground Control Station (GCS) 
 
The GCS is integrated into a Mercedes Sprinter bus (Fig. 10).  It has an autonomous power 
supply with batteries and a generator.  Four computers are integrated into the ground control 
station, interconnected via IEEE802.3 GigE.  The UAV operator can interact with the computer 
system using two touchscreens.  The GCS features a pan/tilt platform on which an HD camera, 
two 5 GHz directional antennas with 16dB gain, a 5 GHz omnidirectional antenna and an 
IEEE 802.11n router has been integrated.  The platform is equipped with sliding contacts for 
power supply and for the LAN connection and thus has no pan restrictions.  The GPS-based 
tracking is done by calculating attitude and distance between the UAV and the ground 
control station. Thus the GCS has its own high-precision L1/L2 GPS system on-board.  The 
system allows for optional use of differential GPS to ensure more accurate determination of the 
positions.  In addition to the IP-based wideband link, several C2 links are available to safely 
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command the autopilot systems. 

 
Figure 10.   CS with tracking antenna 

 
 

5.  TESTS AND RESULTS 
 
Flight Test Fixed Wing UAV 
 
With the UAV demonstrator Graphite a flight test was conducted using the payload 
configuration for the route reconnaissance task, as described above.  Fig. 11 shows the flight 
path performed during the mission.  The demonstrator was launched by hand on position 1, and 
was flown to an altitude of about 200m above ground level (AGL) using manual control.  
The control has then been passed over to the integrated autopilot (position 2), which 
conducted a pre-programmed flight-course above the campus site.  After multiple rounds, the 
autopilot was turned off (position 4) and the demonstrator was landed using manual control.  
The maximum slant distance between GCS and UAV was about 700m.  The architecture 
performed well.  After the flight test all data were available for further examination due to the 
distributed recording, even in mission phases without data link. 

 
Figure 11.   3D-flightpath of fixed-wing UAV during route-reconnaissance mission 
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A complete reconstruction of all events is possible based on the collected data.  In addition the 
replay is able to show a multi perspective view of the test flight.  Therefore, the recorded data 
of all on-board cameras are synchronously replayed together with the data of the camera 
mounted at the GCS tracking platform. 
 
LAB Test Rotorcraft UAV 
 
In laboratory tests of the payload platform problems have occurred.  The large amounts of 
data lead to an overload of the network and thus to jitter in the on-board communication.  
Computational-intensive processes on the same hardware platform influencing each other.  
This can lead to the violation of real-time requirements in the system.  Additionally, there are 
problems with the synchronization of system times between the computing platforms.  In 
periods with no data link system times of participating computers in the UAV and the GCS 
are drifting away.  Tests have shown differences of up to 130ms with a mission endurance of 30 
minutes.  Flight tests with full sensor equipment are not possible until these problems can be 
solved. 
 
 

6.  DISCUSSION 
 
A fully distributed system architecture enables scalable systems and is useful in UAV autonomy 
research, since target UAV restrictions and homogeneous hardware platforms allow such a 
architecture.  Distributed recording is the only way to reconstruct events during missions 
without data link connection between the GCS and the UAV.  Research on UAV autonomy 
among others with limited data link capabilities are simplified.  In addition an opportunity 
for synchronous replay of all recorded data allows detailed flight test analysis and facilitates the 
further development of individual system modules.  These modules can be independently 
developed, tested and evaluated on different platforms.  Software modifications are not required 
for this purpose.  On the other hand the integration of dedicated hardware, for example an 
FPGA for image processing in the distributed system, is only possible with high development 
costs for interfacing.  The use of different hardware or another operating system on the UAV 
target system requires software adaptations.  Challenging is a large amount of data and high 
computing time requirements of the subsystem modules.  The system resources, such as 
computing power of the platforms and network capacity must be sufficient for the application.  
Processes with high computational time requirements as data compression and recoding, 
mission management and image processing must run on different platforms, or managed by 
use of selective scheduling through the operating system.  Homogeneous hardware across the 
system results in higher power requirements to fulfill the same task.  The use of homogeneous 
hardware design is also hard to integrate into micro-UAVs due to the limited payload capacity 
and higher energy demand compared to an optimized architecture.  The distributed data 
recording requires synchronized system times of all the computer platforms.  This is difficult in 
the case of no data link coverage or with selective jammed radios. 
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7.  FUTURE PROSPECTS 
 
Problems caused by network and computer overload could be minimized through the use of a 
resource management.  In addition there is an optimization of the subsystem modules planned in 
terms of computing power and communication needs.  The synchronization problem of the 
participating computing platforms can be solved by external synchronization through the GPS 
system or through a narrow-band data link with sufficient range for our research applications.  
We will use and further develop the approach of a fully distributed system for our further 
research work in the field of UAV autonomy.  Our goal is to use the capabilities of cognitive 
automation to predict and manage on-board processing and communication resources for the 
sake of more flexible mission planning and execution independent from data link limits. 
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